
Member‛s Notes

This Spitfire is built from 
the (relatively) recent (new 
tool) 1/72 Airfix kit.  
Though this kit has its 
detractors (panel lines too 
deep, wheel wells not 
“boxed in”, no rear-view 
mirror, and poor cockpit 
detail) in comparison with 
the more recent 1/72 
Spitfires from Airfix, it is 
nonetheless a very good 
basic kit, presenting no 
problems for the builder.  
Having mentioned, in the 
foregoing parentheses, the 

points which the kit‛s detractors often gleefully emphasise, I must unashamedly point out that this particular 
example is constructed straight from the box- no modifications or improvements being made, apart from the 
addition of Tamiya tape seat belts; let‛s face it- with the canopy closed, apart from the seat, one can see 
b***** all in the way of cockpit detail!  As for the panel lines, in my opinion (and I am occasionally(!) right) if 
one resorts to applying paint to this model by use of the hairy stick method, the deep(ish) panel lines are 
reduced by a significant extent.  The wheel wells can be boxed in using 20thou plasticard, and the rear-view 
mirror can be made from a bit of stretched sprue, a disc of plasticard and a blob of PVA glue.
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The history of airframe, ML124, is as follows:-
• issued to No.46 Maintenance Unit on 27-04-1944; 
• prepared for squadron service by Air Service Train-

ing Ltd in May 1944; 
• to No.302 (Polish) Squadron on 15-06-1944;
• to No.6 MU on 24-03-1945;
• issued to Mediterranean Allied Air Force on 

21-06-1945;
• the exact dates of service with No.32 Squadron are 

lost, but ML124 is next recorded as being under 
repair at No.107 MU on 26-02-1948;

• into storage, and sold to the Royal Hellenic Air Force 
on 10-06-1948.

The model was painted with Xtracolor High-Speed Silver, the anti-dazzle 
panel being Humbrol Matt Black.  The starboard wing-tip is a replacement item 
and retains Ocean Grey/Dark Green/Sea Grey Medium camouflage with an 
Identity Yellow leading edge.  The decals are by Freightdog (sheet no 
FSD72008- “Post-War RAF Spitfires”).

Supermarine Spitfire F.9
ML124/S of No.32 Sqn RAF, Palestine 1947


